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10 Abstract The thermal dehydration of hohmannite, Fe2[-

11 O(SO4)2]�8H2O, a secondary iron-bearing hydrous sulfate,

12 was investigated by in situ high-temperature X-ray powder

13 diffraction and in situ high-temperature Fourier transform

14 infrared spectroscopy. Combination of the data from both

15 techniques allowed determining the stability fields and

16 reaction paths for this mineral and its high temperature

17 products. Five main dehydration/transformation steps for

18 hohmannite have been identified in the heating range of

19 25–800 �C. Temperature behavior of the different phases

20 was analyzed, and the heating-induced structural changes

21 are discussed.22

23 Keywords Hohmannite � In situ high-temperature

24 XRPD � In situ high-temperature FTIR

25 Introduction

26 Metal-sulfate and hydrous metal-sulfate minerals are

27 abundant and ubiquitous on the surface of the Earth in

28 diverse environments including acid mine-drainage wastes

29 [1], acid sulfate soils [2], saline lakes [3], hypogene systems

30[4], and metallurgical processing plants [5]. They are also

31known to be present on the surface of Mars [6–9], where

32they are studied as possible carriers of water [e.g., 10–12].

33Iron-bearing sulfate minerals may originate from the

34weathering of pyrite or pyrrhotite due to bacterial action or

35to air-oxidation, and are sensitive indicators of environ-

36mental conditions such as pH, relative humidity, oxygen

37activity, and sulfate activity. To obtain information on

38environmental variables, it is, however, critical to identify

39and characterize the different species, in terms of chemistry

40and crystal structure. In addition, knowledge of the prop-

41erties of sulfates, such as their stability field, transition path

42ways, and reaction rates, can enhance our understanding of

43both their technological applications and their use as tracers

44in geology, and in Mars geology in particular [e.g., 13–15].

45Hohmannite, Fe2[O(SO4)2]�8H2O, (ICSD card no.

4698-003-7328) is a hydrated sulfate of ferric iron typically

47occurring in sedimentary deposits located in areas charac-

48terized by arid conditions (e.g., Sierra Gorda, Chile, e.g.,

49[16]). It has been also identified, associated with other

50metal-bearing sulfates, as an intermediate product in hy-

51drometallurgic plants [17, 18].

52To date, limited data on hohmannite and its thermal

53stability are available. This mineral belongs to a complex

54series of variably hydrated compounds: hohmannite,

55metahohmannite, and amarantite [19, 20], which share

56structural similarities and close stoichiometries, except a

57variable water content. According to the single-crystal

58X-ray diffraction studies [21, 22], the structure of hoh-

59mannite is based on centrosymmetric [Fe4(H2O)8O2(SO4)4]

60clusters that polymerize through corner-sharing tetrahedra

61to form chains of Fe–O–S linkages along the c-axis

62(Fig. 1). Adjacent chains are linked together by hydrogen

63bonds involving both water molecules linked to Fe3? ions

64and free interstitial (H2O) groups. The hydrogen bond
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65 system has been recently investigated through Fourier

66 transform infrared (FTIR), hydrogen position determina-

67 tion by means of difference-Fourier maps, and verified by

68 detailed bond-valence calculations at all relevant oxygen

69 sites [22]. The thermogravimetric analysis performed by

70 Césbron [23] displays four evident weight losses: a first one

71 of about 15 % starting at *35 �C up to a well-defined

72 plateau from 95 to 140 �C, a second one (*12 %) occur-

73 ring in the 140–240 �C range, and a third one (4.5 %)

74 occurring in the 240–560 �C T range, while the last step,

75 from around 560 �C up to 700 �C, is associated to a total

76 weight loss of about 32 %. The differential thermal ana-

77 lysis (DTA) [23] shows three distinct endothermic peaks at

78 about 140, 240, and 745 �C, one endothermic shoulder at

79 about 265 �C and one exothermic peak at 525 �C.

80 The aim of this work is to investigate the behavior of

81 hohmannite as a function of increasing temperature by

82 combining in situ XRPD, HT-FTIR, and reference ther-

83 mogravimetric data such as to determine its thermal sta-

84 bility, follow the reaction paths and characterize its high-

85 temperature decomposition products.

86 Experimental methods

87 The crystals investigated in this study were hand picked

88 under a microscope from the original rock specimen from

89 Sierra Gorda (Chile) from which the sample studied by

90Scordari [21] had been previously extracted; its chemical

91composition has been published in [21]. Time-resolved

92diffraction data were collected at the beamline BM8 (see

93technical details in [24]) at ESFR (Grenoble, France). The

94sample was ground in an agate mortar to particle sizes

95below 400 mesh and packed into a 0.5 mm silica glass

96capillary open at one end. The capillary was mounted on a

97standard goniometer head and kept spinning during the

98collection to increase particle statistics and eliminate pre-

99ferred orientation effects. Powder data were collected at the

100fixed wavelength of 0.688808 Å calibrated against the

101NBS-640b Si standard with a = 5.43094(4) Å at 25 �C.

102The sample was heated using a heating gun system; the

103temperature was varied in the range 22–800 �C at

1045 �C min-1 and monitored with a thermocouple located

105about 0.5 mm below the capillary. During the heating

106process, powder diffraction patterns were recorded on the

1073 mm slit-delimited portion of a translating imaging-plate

108detector system (TIPS), mounted perpendicular to the

109incoming beam [24]. The heating rate of the experiment

110was synchronized with the speed of the translating system

111such as to obtain 72 powder patterns with a temperature

112step separation of about 11 �C. Powder patterns were

113extracted in the range 4–45� 2h with 0.01� 2h counting step

114from the stored digitalized file (see [25]) using the original

115program SCANTIME, developed in house for this purpose.

116Rietveld refinements were performed using each powder

117pattern using the GSAS package [26]. The diffraction

118peaks were modeled using a pseudo-Voigt profile, imple-

119mented in GSAS as function number two, with one

120Gaussian (Gw) and two Lorentzian (Lx and Ly) line-

121broadening coefficients. The background was fitted with a

122Chebyshev polynomial function using a relatively high

123number of parameters (19 coefficients) due to the inco-

124herent contribution of the silica glass capillary. Refinement

125of the RT pattern was started using the structural model of

126Scordari [21]. Refinement of metahohmannite obtained

127from heating hohmannite above 80 �C was carried out

128using the structural model of Ventruti et al. [20]. Details of

129the Rietveld refinements at T = 33 and 154 �C are reported

130in Table 1. Refinements of the order–disorder phase FeO-

131HSO4 [25, 27] obtained from hohmannite at T[ 220 �C

132were also performed by DiffaX? software [28] in order to

133model stacking faults along the c-axis. Starting parameters

134were taken from Ventruti et al. [25]. Details of the Rietveld

135refinement at T = 285 �C performed with DiffaX? are

136also given in Table 1.

137Single-crystal FTIR HT data were collected using a

138Bruker Hyperion 3000 microscope at INFN (Frascati) over

139the 2,000–7,000 cm-1 range between 26 and 600 �C. The

140temperature step was set at 10 �C, for a 10 �C min-1

141heating rate; the IR spectra were collected immediately

142when reached the target temperature. For this experiment, a
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Fig. 1 The crystal structure of hohmannite viewed along the a axis,

showing the position of the water molecules
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143 cleavage fragment, about 20 lm thick, was placed on a

144 CaF2 sample holder within a LINKAM FTIR600 heating

145 stage. Spectra were collected with a Globar source and a

146 KBr beamsplitter, co-adding 128 scans with a nominal

147 resolution of 4 cm-1.

148 Experimental results

149 X-Ray powder diffraction data (XRPD)

150 Examination of the XRPD data shows that hohmannite is

151 stable up to *90 �C (Fig. 2). The evolution of the refined

152 cell dimensions reveals a gradual and anisotropic thermal

153 expansion up to 100 �C (Fig. 3). In particular, the a and

154 c parameters increase, with a showing a steeper slope,

155 while the b parameter shows a slightly negative trend. The

156 interaxial angles (Fig. 4) also have different behaviors: a

157 and b decrease, with b showing the largest variation, while

158 c increases. The cell volume (Fig. 5) shows a linear

159 expansion up to 100 �C. The thermal dependence of lattice

160 parameters and volume of hohmannite over the range

161 22–100 �C were determined by least-squares regression

162 analysis to calculate thermal expansion coefficients [29].

163 The following values were found: aa = 9.8(2) 9

164 10-5 K-1, ab = -2.4(4) 9 10-6 K-1 and ac = 1.9(2) 9

16510-5 K-1, aV = 8.0(7) 9 10-5 K-1. Axial expansion is

166strongly anisotropic with aa:ab:ac = 1:-0.02:0.19.

167The hohmannite structure collapses in the T range

168100–120 �C, while metahohmannite (ICSD card no.

16998-009-8821) starts growing in the 80–100 �C temperature

170range, and becomes the predominant phase for T C 110 �C

171[20]. This first phase transition is in agreement with the

172thermal analysis data of Césbron [23]: the abrupt weight

173loss of 15 %, which occurs in this T range, corresponds

174with the release of four water molecules from hohmannite

175(theoretical weight loss 16 %). FTIR spectroscopy (see

176below) is also in agreement with the water release from the

177system, although providing a slightly higher T for this

178transition (*150 �C).

179The loss of four water molecules causes the shortening

180of the chain separations along the a and b crystallographic

181directions (Fig. 3), the rearrangement of the remaining

182H2O molecules into a new hydrogen bonding system, and a

183change in the relative orientation of [Fe4(H2O)8O2(SO4)4]

184clusters to adapt to the new framework [20]. The backbone

185of the structure, i.e., the [Fe2(H2O)4O(SO4)2] chain, is,

186however, topologically the same in both hohmannite and

187metahohmannite, and this is reflected in the very similar

188thermal behavior of their cell with T, see the volume as an

189example (Fig. 5). The thermal expansion coefficients of

190metahohmannite were determined to be aa = 3.8(2) 9

19110-5 K-1, ab = 5.2(4) 9 10-6 K-1, and ac = 3.8(4) 9

19210-5 K-1, aV = 8.5(3) 9 10-5 K-1. The axial expansion

193is again strongly anisotropic with aa:ab:ac = 1:0.14:1.0.

194At about 190 �C, the overall intensity of the metahoh-

195mannite diffraction reflections starts decreasing with the

196simultaneous increase of the background, indicating early

197amorphisation of the sample, while the peaks of the layered

198phase FeOHSO4, (ICSD card no. 98-002-4079) start

199showing up. The decomposition of metahohmannite

200involves the loss of three water molecules directly coor-

201dinated by the Fe3? ions determining the breakdown of the

202[Fe2(H2O)4O(SO4)2] chain and the consequent formation of

203an intermediate amorphous phase from which the FeO-

204HSO4 compound originates, according to a typical nucle-

205ation and growth reaction process [25]; notably, the same

206process was observed in the case of sideronatrite [30] a

207sodium-iron hydrous sulfate with composition Na2-
208Fe(SO4)2(OH)�3H2O. This water loss step is again in

209accordance with the TG data of Césbron [23], which show

210a weight loss of *12 %, in the 140–240 �C range.

211At about 220 �C, the powder consists of only FeOHSO4;

212the XRPD data show that this compound is the main phase

213up to at least 300 �C, while for higher T the diffraction

214peaks of a-FeSO4 (ICSD card no. 98-002-3907) appear in

215the assemblage. Ventruti et al. [25] refined the structure of

216the FeOHSO4 compound and described its order–disorder

217character as revealed by accurate analysis of the X-ray

Table 1 Crystal data and Rietveld refinement parameters of hoh-

mannite at T = 33 �C, metahohmannite at T = 154 �C, and FeO-

HSO4 at 285 �C

T = 33 �C T = 154 �C T = 285 �C

Refinement software GSAS GSAS DiffaX?

Formula Fe2[O(SO4)2]

8H2O

Fe2[O(SO4)2]

4H2O

FeOHSO4

Formula weight 462.92 391.87 168.92

Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic Orthorhombic

Space group P 1 P 1 Pnma

Z 2 2 4

D/g cm-3 2.2446 2.5702 3.3443

Unit cell dimensions

a/Å 9.1610 7.3379 7.3344

b/Å 10.9279 9.7675 6.4224

c/Å 7.2153 7.1481 7.1666

a/� 90.566 91.669 90

b/� 90.546 98.446 90

c/� 107.521 86.455 90

Cell volume/Å3 688.72 504.52 337.53

2h range/� 4–45 4–45 4–26

Rp/% 7.03 7.30 7.04

Rwp/% 9.46 9.54 7.17
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218 pattern. Following their method, successful full-profile

219 refinements of FeOHSO4 at various temperatures were

220 performed here by means of two different methodological

221 approaches: (1) a Le Bail refinement using the Johansson

222 model [31], excluding the Bragg peaks due to stacking

223 disorder; (2) a Rietveld refinement using the DiffaX?

224 software to model the planar disorder for a finite ensemble

225 of equivalent layers stacking along the c-axis direction

226 [25]. Only one layer was sufficient to describe the OD

227 structure; the layer was built up from the Johansson model

228 after the interchange of the b and c axes. All ordered and

229 disordered stacking sequences of equivalent layers were

230 obtained by ranging the a11 probability of stacking of

231 equivalent layers by the (±1/2, 0, 1) vector and the a12
232 (= 1 - a11) probability of stacking. The best fit to the

233 observed powder pattern was obtained with a11 = 0.61.

234 Rietveld refinements were performed for patterns collected

235 in the 230–350 �C range (Fig. 6), where the FeOHSO4

236 compound is the unique or the predominant phase in the

237 powder. Lattice parameters trends determined by both

238 GSAS and DiffaX? are in agreement. A linear increase of

239 b and c and a decrease of the a cell dimension are

240 observed; the evolution of the cell volume is displayed in

241 Fig. 7. The thermal expansion coefficients for FeOHSO4,

242 calculated between 230 and 350 �C, are aa = -8.5(6) 9

243 10-6 K-1, ab = 2.9(3) 9 10-6 K-1 and ac = 1.43(7) 9

244 10-5 K-1, aV = 8.6(6) 9 10-6 K-1: axial expansion is

245 strongly anisotropic along the stacking direction. At about

246 300 �C, the first diffraction peaks of a-FeSO4 appear; its

247 amount increases slightly up to 500 �C, and then decreases

248 suddenly at 550 �C. Reflection peaks of the rhombohedral

249 Fe2(SO4)3 compound, (ICSD card no. 98-002-2368), are

250 evident (Fig. 8a) in the diffraction pattern of the material

251 heated to *440 �C and persist in the assemblage up to

252 *750 �C.

253The X-ray powder pattern at 500 �C shows the first

254appearance of an unknown phase, as indicated by the dif-

255fraction peaks at *11.93, 7.27, 7.21, and 7.11 Å (*7.4�,

25612.16�, 12.25�, and 12.45� 2h, respectively, in Fig. 8b).

257Over the next 50 �C of heating, the intensity of these peaks

258increases while the FeOHSO4 peaks decrease, and in fact

259disappear at*550 �C. This unknown compound is present

260only in the range 493–668 �C; according to previous

261studies [32–34], it has a composition Fe2O(SO4)2. Its

262amount in the assemblage was estimated in a semi-quan-

263titative way [35] by using the intensity variation of its main

264reflections at 12.16�, 12.25� (2h) in the pattern. In partic-

265ular, being this compound (x phase) chemically and

266structurally close to FeOHSO4, the density of its unit cell

267(qx) is assumed to be equal to qFeOHSO4
, and the mass

268absorption coefficient of the mixture (l*), normalized to

269the instrumental-geometric-structural constant (k), is cal-

270culated using the intensities Ihkl;FeOHSO4
whose weight

271wFeOHSO4
ð Þ is determined from the Rietveld refinements as

l � =k ¼ wFeOHSO4
� Ihkl;FeOHSO4

� ��

qFeOHSO4
ðaÞ

273273At higher temperature, up to 740 �C, hematite a-Fe2O3

274(ICSD card no. 98-004-0142) is the only predominant

275phase, together with minor Fe2(SO4)3.

276In situ HT-FTIR spectroscopy

277In situ evolution of the H2O absorption in the infrared as a

278function of T can be monitored using bands in different

279regions of the spectrum: (1) the combination region, where

280H2O and OH may be distinguished from each other because

281their contributions occur at different wavenumbers (around

2825,100 and 4,200 cm-1 for H2O and OH, respectively, e.g.,

283[30, 36] ); (2) the stretching region 3,700–3,000 cm-1,

4 5 6 7 8 9
2θ/°

In
te

ns
ity

10 11 12 13

T = 33 °C

T = 44 °C

T = 55 °C

T = 66 °C

T = 77 °C

T = 88 °C

Fig. 2 The 3-dimensional plot

(2h-intensity-temperature)

extracted by integration of the

recorded IP data in the

temperature range 33–88 �C
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284 where the modes of H2O and OH overlap, and (3) the H2O

285 bending region (1,600–1,630 cm-1). Unfortunately, for

286 hohmannite the absorption in the principal stretching

287 3,700–3,000 cm-1 region is too intense, due to the high

288 water content, thus, the signal at room-T is out of scale,

289 even for crystal thickness of 20–30 lm. For this reason, in

290 the present study, it was chosen to combine the results

291 collected on a single crystal in the H2O/OH combination

292 and bending regions. The evolution of the H2O combina-

293 tion mode is displayed in Fig. 9. In this range, the spectra
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294 collected up to 40 �C show a relatively broad band, at

295 5,128 cm-1, with a shoulder at 5,190 cm-1. The spectrum

296 at 50 �C is significantly different (Fig. 9a), with a much

297broader band, peaked at 5,046 cm-1 and a shoulder at

2984,980 cm-1. This pattern remains constant for higher T,

299and the band gradually reduces its intensity, until complete

300dehydration. Figure 9b shows a continuous decrease of the

301band area as a function of T. At *150 �C, the intensity is

302halved with respect to its original value. For 150\T\

303210 �C, the dehydration proceeds with a steeper slope; at

304210 �C, *20 % of the initial H2O content is retained in
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Fig. 7 Evolution of the cell volume of FeOHSO4 (200–450 �C range)

determined from the byRietveld refinement of in situ XRDpatterns (data

from GSAS). Standard deviations are smaller than the used symbols
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305the sample; at 350 �C, the combination band is no more

306visible. For T\ 250 �C, the H2O bending mode is out of

307scale; for higher T, it shows two well-evident components

308at 1,616 and 1,562 cm-1, respectively (Fig. 10a). For

309T[ 350 �C, the higher frequency component disappears,

310and the 1,616 cm-1 band keeps decreasing in intensity; at

311420 �C it disappears, indicating that at this temperature all

312H2O has been released. The evolution of the bending peak

313is displayed in Fig. 10b, where the change in the slope at

314350 �C is due to the disappearance of the 1,562 cm-1

315component. For T[ 420 �C, a relatively sharp band at

3163,461 cm-1 is still present in the OH stretching region of

317the spectrum (Fig. 11). On the basis of the XRD data, this

318band can be assigned to the OH groups in the FeOHSO4

319compound and it disappears above 530 �C.

320In summary, analysis of the different H2O/OH bands in

321the HT-FTIR spectra allows us to conclude that during the

322heating experiment, under the used conditions, H2O is

323continuously released from the sample and disappears at

324420 �C. At *210 �C, OH hydroxyl groups appear in the

325spectra (Fig. 10a), together with the appearance of the

326FeOHSO4 compound in the system. The OH groups dis-

327appear for T[ 530 �C, in agreement with the diffraction

328data showing the breakdown of the FeOHSO4 compound at

329these T conditions.
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330 Discussion and conclusions

331 In situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction data combined with IR

332 spectroscopy analysis and with the aid of available TG and

333 DTA data [23] provide insight into the dehydration mech-

334 anisms produced during heating of hohmannite, and allows

335 following step-by-step the temperature-induced solid-state

336 transformations as well as the structural changes occurring

337 in this system as a function of increasing temperature.

338 Rietveld refinement of in situ powder diffraction pat-

339 terns permitted to identify and quantify (weight fractions)

340 the various phases occurring in the decomposition of

341 hohmannite as a function of temperature. The data are

342 presented in Fig. 12, which displays the complex sequence

343 of structural/chemical transformations occurring in the

344 studied system from RT up to 800 �C.

345 Examination of Fig. 12 shows that the complete thermal

346 decomposition of hohmannite occurs in five steps. These

347 steps are schematically summarized as follows:

348 1. first step at 80–120 �C: hohmannite–metahohmannite

349 transition transformation, according to

Fe2 O SO4ð Þ2
� �

� 8H2O ! Fe2 O SO4ð Þ2
� �

� 4H2Oþ 4H2O:

ð1Þ

351351 This step involves the release of*15 wt% water, as it is

352 shown by both TG and FTIR data;

353 2. Second step at 150–220 �C: decomposition of meta-

354 hohmannite followed by nucleation and growth of FeO-

355 HSO4 according to

Fe2 SO4ð Þ2O
� �

� 4H2O ! 2FeOHSO4 þ 3H2O: ð2Þ

357357This step involves the release of *12 wt% water, in

358accordance with the TG data of Césbron [23]. FTIR

359spectroscopy shows the appearance of the OH-combination

360band, and thus of the hydroxyl-bearing Fe-sulfate at

361220 �C. The FTIR data in the water bending region

362(1,600–1,650 cm-1) show that weak amounts of H2O,

363connected with both metahohmannite and the amorphous

364phase, probably persist up to 420 �C.

3653. Third step, occurring in the 330–550 �C T interval:

366decomposition of FeOHSO4 into several Fe–S–O com-

367pounds, according to different possible reactions. FTIR

368spectra show the presence of OH groups, and thus of Fe-

369OHSO4 in the solid products, up to 550 �C. The reaction

370pathway of the thermal decomposition of FeOHSO4 has

371been studied by several authors (e.g., [32–34, 37, 38]),

372although subjected to some controversy. Most of these

373authors observed that the thermal decomposition of FeO-

374HSO4 is characterized by the formation, at T[ 490 �C, of

375an intermediate oxo-sulfate, Fe2O(SO4)2, which is

376decomposed to Fe2O3 above 540 �C. Based on our data, we

377think that much of the controversy is mainly due to a

378misinterpretation of reflection peaks of FeOHSO4 and

379Fe2O(SO4)2. Our results (Fig. 12) clearly indicate that the

380decomposition of FeOHSO4 occurs in two main steps:

aÞ FeOHSO4 ! Fe2 SO4ð Þ3 in the 440� 550 �C

temperature range;
ð3aÞ

382382bÞ FeOHSO4 ! Fe2O SO4ð Þ2 in the 496� 550 �C

temperature range:
ð3bÞ

384384The a-FeSO4 phase reaches its maximum at T = 500 �C,

385and then quickly decomposes to rhombohedral Fe2(SO4)3
386up to 550 �C (Fig. 12). This rapid transformation is con-

387sistent with the TG data of Césbron [23], which show a

388sharp and intense DTA exothermic peak at 525 �C. More-

389over, our results agree with the data from a combined TG/

390DSC mass spectroscopy study [39] on the decomposition of

391FeOHSO4 according to which the mass loss starts at about

392400 �C, and two endothermic peaks at 563 and 750 �C are

393associated with the loss of water and sulfur dioxide,

394respectively. In particular, it can be noticed from the mass-

395spectrometry analysis that the water loss increases for

396T[ 500 �C and reaches a maximum at 568 �C followed by

397a sudden drop at T\ 600 �C, in perfect agreement with the

398two reactions described above.

3994. In the 550–670 �C T range, the Fe2O(SO4)2 com-

400pound decomposes, according to the reaction:

3Fe2O SO4ð Þ2 ! 2Fe2 SO4ð Þ3þ Fe2O3 ð4Þ

402402the TG data of Césbron [23] show a total weight loss of

403about 32 % in this T range which corresponds to the
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Fig. 13 Above TG curve redrawn from the image given in Cesbron

(1964); below weight loss calculated from the Rietveld-refined phase

fractions
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404 disruption of SO4 groups with the subsequent release of

405 SO2 from the system. Finally,

406 5. For T[ 670 �C, there is the disappearance of Fe2(-

407 SO4)3 to give hematite, according to

Fe2 SO4ð Þ3! Fe2O3 þ 3SO2 þ 1:5O2: ð5Þ

409409 For T[ 750 �C, only Fe2O3 is present in the powder.

410 The Rietveld-refined weight fractions (Fig. 12) were

411 finally used to simulate the weight loss curve which is

412 displayed in Fig. 13. This curve is in excellent agreement

413 with the experimental thermogravimetric curve reported by

414 Césbron [23], thus supporting both the models used to

415 quantify by XRPD the relative phase fractions in the

416 sample and the described transformation reactions.
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